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About This Game

Gameplay

Friday the 13th: The Game is a third-person horror, survival game where players take on the role of a teen counselor, or for the
first time ever, Jason Voorhees. You and six other unlucky souls will do everything possible to escape and survive while the

most well-known killer in the world tracks you down and brutally slaughters you. Friday the 13th: The Game will strive to give
every single player the tools to survive, escape or even try to take down the man who cannot be killed. Each and every gameplay
session will give you an entirely new chance to prove if you have what it takes not only to survive, but to best the most prolific

killer in cinema history, a slasher with more kills than any of his rivals!

Meanwhile, Jason will be given an array of abilities to track, hunt and kill his prey. Stalk from the shadows, scare your targets
and kill them when the time is right in as brutal a fashion as you can imagine. Take control of the legendary killer that is Jason

Voorhees and terrify those unfortunate enough to cross your path!

Play as Jason Voorhees!

For the first time ever, you will have the opportunity to play as Jason Voorhees, the most famous killer in horror. Stalk your
prey, ambush them whenever you see fit and strike fear in the hearts of so many hapless victims as you become the legend

himself! Friday the 13th: The Game will include a variety of kills, new and familiar, that will help you set the tone for the Jason
Voorhees that you want to be. You’ll even get to unlock various Jason incarnations from the movies!

Jason will be equipped with a terrifying array of abilities, giving you the control of a hunter at the height of his game. These are
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his woods, and he knows them all too well. Jason will not only feed off the fear of his victims, but will become stronger as the
night progresses. The darker the night, the more terrifying Jason becomes!

Fans of the movies will be able to play as various versions of Jason, including:

Friday the 13th, Part II

Friday the 13th, Part III

Friday the 13th, Part VI: Jason Lives

Friday the 13th, Part VII: New Blood

Friday the 13th, Part VIII: Jason Takes Manhattan

Jason Goes to Hell: The Final Friday

How Will You Survive?

The entire focus of Friday the 13th: The Game is multiplayer. Survival is entirely up to you, the player, as you either stealthily
hide from Jason or work together as a team to escape or bring the fight to Jason. Playing as a counselor is all about risk and

reward, giving players multiple means of triumph over Jason! Want to hide in the woods as you wait for the police? Perhaps you
want to band together and try to take on Jason as a group? Maybe you and a friend decide to fix the boat on the lake and escape

while leaving everyone else to their fate? There are endless opportunities to survive the night, but every choice has a
consequence.

Friday the 13th: The Game will continually set the pace of change, giving you unfamiliar surroundings while Jason Voorhees
looks for his latest victim. No single strategy will ever be reliable, forcing players to adapt and change each time they begin their

long night in Camp Blood! Be wary, you never know when or where Jason is going to strike!

Play as the Counselors!

We all remember the various tropes from Friday the 13th, and the game will be no exception! Each counselor type will have
strengths and weaknesses, affording players the chance to excel in certain situations. Find the counselor that best suits your play

style, or come up with various strategies to win against Jason! Players will have the chance to continually update and improve
their characters through unlocks, customization and improvement! The more you play, the more you adapt and become a better

all-around counselor!

Camp Crystal Lake in All Its Glory!

Mirroring Camp Crystal Lake from the Friday the 13th series, players will try to survive not only in the iconic Camp Crystal
Lake, but surrounding area. Iconic locations from the movies, like Higgins Haven will also serve as stalking grounds for Jason

and his prey.

Players will be given a large, open area in which to explore as they attempt to hide from certain death! Each gameplay session
will fundamentally change the scenario, never affording players the opportunity to learn patterns or figure out where helpful

items may be lying. With each movie giving a different feeling to the campgrounds, Friday the 13th: The Game gives you new
and challenging situations every time you enter the woods!

Your Crystal Lake Database

Friday the 13th: The Game will feature a progressive unlock system unified to your account. The longer you play, the more
you'll unlock from counselor customization to new Jason Voorhees costumes seen in the movies! Besides giving you

personalized camp counselors, you'll be able to unlock secrets within Camp Crystal Lake, exploring the mystery surrounding
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Jason Voorhees and the grounds he patrols!

Be Kind. Rewind.

Every aspect of Friday the 13th: The Game
is drawn straight from movies you know and love. We’ve carefully crafted this world to remind you of

everything you remember about Friday the 13th, right down to the visual fidelity of the 80’s. This is exactly how you remember
it.
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Title: Friday the 13th: The Game
Genre: Action
Developer:
IllFonic
Publisher:
Gun Media
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 (2 * 2930), AMD Athlon II X2 270 (2 * 3400)

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 Ti (1024 MB), Radeon HD 7770 (1024 MB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64-Bit Operating System and CPU required.

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Welcome to Friday the 13th: The Game's Steam Page!:
Hey everyone!

So this won't be going out to a lot of people, as this is our first post! We here at Gun Media want everyone to know that this
page will get you the chance to catch up on info from us through Steam, let you add the game to your Wishlist and give you
insight and news while talking with fellow fans about how awesome it's going to be playing in and around Camp Crystal Lake,
reliving all those awesome memories from our favorite horror icon, Jason Voorhees!

Friday the 13th: The Game involves horror legends Tom Savini (Visual Effects legend from the original Friday the 13th movie),
Composer Harry Manfredini (of the original and iconic theme music from Friday the 13th), Kane Hodder (actor and stuntman
who defined the role of Jason Voorhees in Parts 7, 8, 9 and X), as well as the original director to Friday the 13th, Sean S.
Cunningham.

With these horror icons and the teams at Gun Media and developer IllFonic, Jason Voorhees is back in gaming for the first time
in 27 years!

As a heads up; for those wondering system specs at this time, please note that minimum specs are still iffy and we will let you
know when we have a more solid idea on min/rec specs going forward!. **NEW UPDATE** - New Small Maps, Tons Of
Fixes, Localization, Memory Leak Fixed, Matchmaking Tweaks, Etc:
Hey all!

So we're happy to announce that the build has gone live for all platforms today! You might see some time differences with each
platform, but everything is starting to go out now!

The biggest draws are of course the new smaller maps that have been added. We've reduced the size of each map by around
40% which should encourage a bit faster-paced game play overall and give you guys something new/different to toy around with
while we work on the already hinted at new content coming at a later date. 

You might also note that Team Killing has been removed for public matches. Cars can still be used to kill, however weapons
will have no effect on fellow counselors, should you be wielding a shotgun. We will continue to monitor game play overall for
continued tweaks. 

We have also added localization to the game. English, French, Italian, German, Japanese, Portuguese and Russian have all been
added. 

Lastly; we've done another major sweep of bugs and exploits. Rock hiding spots, collision exploits and the outside-the-map
exploits that were being used by players have been plugged. You should also notice that items will not fall through the map as
frequently/if ever. 

As always; please continue to send all issues you encounter to www.jasonkillsbugs.com should you encounter weird/odd things
or exploits being utilized by players.

PATCH NOTES

Stability

Overall stability should be drastically improved due to a number of crash fixes and a major memory leak fix.

Parties/Invites/Matchmaking
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Disallowing party leaders to join game session invites to sessions that do not advertise (private matches). This is due to
not being able to search for sessions that do not advertise, which prevents party members from following their leader
into them.

Party leaders can now follow public game invites, bringing members with them.

Steam Matchmaking tries harder to find lower-pinging matches. PS4 matchmaking up to 6x more efficient with tighter
ping requirements.

Fixed XB1 matchmaking bugs.

Fixed a number of issues with how the game handles Party Invites and
Matchmaking; there are still a few issues out there that are rare but it is much improved.

Fixed a number of issues on how canceling matchmaking was handled that could leave players in a state they could no
longer matchmake.

Party members now see their party leader’s matchmaking status and time.\

Various improvements to error messaging.

Maps

Added Small Maps for the existing maps; Packanack Small, Higgins Haven Small, and Camp Crystal Lake Small.

Increased the density of Kill locations on all maps.

Adjusted collision on Maps to prevent people from standing on water.

Adjusted collision on piers to prevent cars from driving on them .

Added a Map Icon to Campfire Kills.

Fixed a number of kill spots that were not functioning.

Fixed an issue with not being able to fix boat propellers based on boat positioning on the dock.

Placed collision under piers to prevent people from swimming under them.

Fixed a number of areas that the player could get out of the map.

Fixed a number of areas that Counselors could get to that Jason could not.

Added better collision around Boat Exits to prevent Jason from getting to areas he shouldn’t be in.

Gameplay

Team Killing changes.

Team Killing is no longer possible in Public Matches.
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Cars can still cause damage to the players if they are hit.

Traps can still hurt and/or kill the player but there is no longer an XP penalty for the person that placed the trap in Public
Matches.

Private Matches have not changed.

Fixed an issue where the Counselors breath wouldn’t start to recharge if the user continued to hold the button after
breath was depleted.

Fixed an issue with Fear being canceled if pulled out of a car.

Fixed an issue with the Police Objective happening when it shouldn’t be.

Fixed a number of issues regarding objects falling through the ground.

Fixed an issue where Damage and Stun chance were only being calculated on the first attack.

Jason can no longer block through traps, firecrackers, flare guns, shotguns, and the Police.

Fixed reliability of perks that spawn items at the start of the match.

Misc Fixes

Increased texture resolution on the XB1.

Fixed the PhD for Murder Achievement/Trophy.

Improved intro and outro cinematics.

Fixed player muted states sometimes getting “lost” after level change.

Can now unready in Private Match even when the countdown is low.

Fixed a hitch caused by the video settings savegame after signing in or changing those settings.

Localization added; EFIGS+J+P+R

. Virtual Cabin Update, Slasher Backer Info, General News:
Digital Cabin Releasing Next Week on June 30th!

Ok, this is something we've been working towards. We really want to bring our backers and Friday the 13th fans along for the
ride, and do so in an interactive way. We'll be kicking off the Digital Camp Crystal Lake Cabin Retreat and Interactive Dev
Diary on June 30th, codes will be sent out to all who have added it on to their KS pledge or picked it up from the Slasher Backer
store.

With this being the initial release, it won't be as expansive as it's planned to be, but as we've stated, we have an update schedule
to continue to grow it over the next few months. We'll be adding more rooms, more game models as they are completed, and
much, much more! You'll be able to walk around the cabin in full 3D and check out assets from the game, see the details the
artists have added and listen to the radio for tracks from the game soundtrack as well as behind the scenes audio tracks with the
dev team discussing the game.

Take a gander at these screenshots below to get your first taste of the Virtual Cabin! Pick it up if you don't have it already!
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Slasher Backer Ends in Two Weeks!

While out at E3 we hit and flew past another stretch goal! You all unlocked "Triple Death" and helped cover a nice chunk of the
next goal too! We're now well on the way to hitting the next goal to bring Tommy Jarvis back to Camp Crystal Lake!

** IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT (PLEASE READ) **

In two weeks we will be charging cards for the first time for all Slasher Backer pre-orders. Please update your cards and add-on
any additional items before Friday July 8th.

Our Stretch Goal Chart was modified a bit. We removed a large goal that was no longer applicable (Twitch API Integration) and
we're giving a kill to you all (Knock Your Block Off) from Part 8.

General News

Project Update

We're back from E3 and have all mostly recouped from the hectic nature of the biggest industry show on this side of the world.

Ready to roll? Let's start with an update on what the team has been working on.

This Week:

Design – Place items as they get implemented from Engineering in the Higgins Level, do some functionality tests on the
Higgins level to make sure the current gameplay systems are working as intended, write up any proposed feature changes
and discuss with leads.

Engineering – Finish set up on the Virtual Cabin Application and support Art team, implement radio song selection for
the Living Room, update interaction system for the game to be more flexible (this affects item pickups, doors, windows,
etc), begin creating items (Flare/Firecracker/First Aid), clean up context kill interaction system to be more generic and
modular (this will save us time later when we're adding a lot more kills)

Art - Polish up the Virtual Cabin Living Room, begin polishing the rest of Higgins Haven level (start set dressing
campsites and adding vegetation), updates on Head Counselor and Flirty Girl.

Animation – Counselor Combat Animations (weapon swings, dodges, combat locomotion), discuss options for adjusting
player locomotion speeds.

. New Update - Dev schedule/new counselor reveal/ScareFest/Virtual Cabin Update:
UPDATES. UPDATES EVERYWHERE.

The team at Illfonic have been hard at work, and our Friday internal playtests have been going exceedingly well because of it all.
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Below we have a screenshot of some in-progress work on the character shader in UE4. The shaders help our already great
character models look even better, by making skin look more real and improves the overall appearance of them.

Now, it's time to check out the latest Jason being added to the game.
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Jason Concept Art from Part VI: Jason Lives

Friday the 13th: Part 6 marks the first appearance of undead Jason in the films. It was an important moment in the franchise,
and now we're doing our damnedest to recreate him for Friday the 13th: The Game. Soon you'll be able to get up close and
personal with the man behind the mask.

This Jason model was particularly tough to get right due to the lack of high-res reference images and full body shots with the
undermask/makeup. Thanks to many of our partners, cohorts and fans, we've been able to accurately construct Jason to the
highest level of detail possible. Hopefully we've helped do our part to preserve a piece of horror and pop culture history!

Now let's jump in and meet our new counselor!

New Counselor Concept Art (Rocker Chick)

Say hi to A.J. Mason! She's a tough as nails rocker, who doesn't take shit from anyone. Her high Composure stat makes her
perfect for maintaining her cool when Jason shows up and starts murdering counselors. She's able to slink around, hiding to
survive, with a high Stealth stat as well.
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New Virtual Cabin Update

We're unlocking the Kitchen and the Bathroom for exploration. Be sure to examine everything you come across, as you never
know what you might find...

If you are hankering to dive into the Virtual Cabin yourself, pick one up today on BackerKit and see what all the fuss is about.

Enjoy your time exploring the cabin!

Friday the 13th: The Game at ScareFest
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Do you want to meet Friday the 13th cast-members? Do you want to meet Kane Hodder? Tom Savini? Harry Manfredini and
even Sean S. Cunningham? What about co-creators Wes Keltner & Ronnie Hobbs and Executive Director Randy Greenback?
We're all going to be at The ScareFest on Sept. 30th through Oct. 2nd in Lexington, KY!

Join us, along with the largest gathering of Friday the 13th cast members ever! We'll have a panel and be hanging around the
show throughout the weekend!

For more information or to book tickets, head over to www.thescarefest.com

Reminder: BackerKit Pre-orders Charged this Friday (9/23)

We'll be charging pre-orders and running cards on September 23rd. If you've pre-ordered anything from BackerKit recently
(since June 8th) you'll be getting charged and having your order locked in. If you were charged during Kickstarter, or back on
June 8th, then you will NOT be charged again. I repeat, if you were already charged, you will not be charged again. This
reminder is only for those that have pre-ordered after June 8th.

** IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT (PLEASE READ) **

I repeat... This Friday, September 23rd, credit cards will be charged. Please make any changes or additions to your orders before
then and update expired credit cards.

As well, get your orders in for any add-ons you may be looking to pick up. You can order them by this Friday, or wait till
afterwards if you want to wait till Oct. to be charged. You can still update addresses yourselves as well.. Friday the 13th: The
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Game at E3 2016:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOz3r8TD124

Gun Media and IllFonic are proud to announce our attendance at E3 2016, where we will be showcasing the first gameplay
footage of our upcoming Friday the 13th: The Game! We will be offsite with media only, and will not be on the showfloor.

Stay tuned to www.twitch.tv for our first reveal on Sunday, June 12th at 8:45PM PST. We will have a link for you on our social
channels:

www.facebook.com/fridaythe13thgame
www.twitter.com/friday13thgame
www.instagram.com/fridaythe13thgame
www.f13game.com

And of course, here.

In the meantime, enjoy this little teaser :).. PRICE CHOP: Friday the 13th: The Game Price Reduced:

Friday the 13th: The Game incoming PRICE CHOP!

We're reducing the base game price permanently, starting today Dec. 7th, every platform!

$19.99 USD. XIII PAX West Trailer 2016:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUmkTGSyRA8

And for those of you interested in the entire Stream:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d1uu85aUkz4. 10.25.2017 - Patch Notes: New Counselor, Tommy Updates and Tons of
Bug Fixes!:
Hey all!

We've got a new system for elaborating on our patch notes, so you can see a ton of that info here at http://f13game.com/patch-
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notes/Oct25th/. It goes over the new content, new counselor (Fox) as well as updates to Tommy Jarvis that have been added!

Here's our attempt to format for Steam:

New Counselor: Fox. Hotfix 11.16.2017:
Last night, we rolled out a hotfix in preparation for the updated level cap that will be implemented in the upcoming patch.

Players that reach the level cap are now able to obtain Customization Points every time they gain enough EXP for a "level
rollover"

Basically, anyone currently at level 101 will be able to level up indefinitely for Customization Point rewards while staying at
their current level.

Every 10,000 EXP you gain at 101 will cause your EXP bar to rollover and grant you 2,000 Customization Points.

This system will also apply to players who reach the updated level cap of 150 in the next patch, but with update values for
rewards.
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